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And away we go into another summer. I hope your Memorial Day
holiday was eventful and segues into a wonderful summer. Whatever
your plans are for the vacation season, please travel safe. Before you
leave, or while you travel, feel free to curl up with this latest issue
of NaSPA Technical Support. As always there are some interesting
contributions.
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insightful article entitled “Meet Some of Your New Co-Workers” by
Bill Elder and Susan Eustis explores this intriguing possibility. Other
contributions in this edition include tips on how you can become more
A!%/0*"2-#*2#$%&!#>%;8#“The Five Critical Skills for I. T. Success” by
Don R. Crawley and “Seven Keys to Becoming a Master Negotiator”
by Eldonna Lewis-Fernandez. These are only a few of the excellent
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too early to begin discussions about how to commemorate this
noteworthy milestone. Should we resurrect our NaSTEC convention
*2#O.*0(3%4#@.%&+<#,"#7"++#0%))")%!(-*C"#)");"!7.*A#0"!-*/0(-"7#
-%#)");"!74# 2$#%-."!#*<"(74
D"++#$%&!#")A+%$"!7#(;%&-#J(@K 67#LM#$"(!7#%'#7"!C*0"#-%#12'%!)(-*%2#
Technology professionals. Ask them to ADVERTISE with NaSPA,
('-"!#(++8#*-67#,.(-#B""A7#%&!#'!""#)");"!7.*A7#'!""?#I"#(!"#(+,($7#
looking for good corporate sponsors.
Have a wonderful summer everyone~
Leo A. Wrobel, President
Sharon M. Wrobel, Editor
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Seven Keys to Becoming a Master Negotiator
By Eldonna Lewis-Fernandez

............................................

#$&$#%*3%1*'B,$'1$4%/',%G/12"'.%(!/(%6=%)"(!%5*#",4%)$##@
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2. Understand that everything is negotiable.
!"#$%#&'#()(*'+,#&-.,/&/0#,#&-)$#1#22#$1)+-%2%3#)#2#'-$*&%')
"*4#$)'*&(%-%*&%&0)-*)$#1*25#)+&#!"2/%&#()161-#,)'$/17#18
!"#$%$&$'%(!$%)*+,%-'$.*("/("*'0%1/'%$&*2$%3$/+4%5(+$55%
and anxiety for many, the intent is quite simple: to discuss
/',%6#("7/($#8%/.+$$%*'%/%,$/#9% !$(!$+%"(:5%/%76#("7"##"*'%
,*##/+% 1*'(+/1(% *+% ;65(% ,$1","'.% )!$+$% (*% 7$$(% 3*+%
#6'1!4%#"3$%"5%+"3$%)"(!%'$.*("/("*'59%<',4%(!$%'$.*("/("*'%
process is a lot like a chess game where strategy reigns
56=+$7$>*'$%(!*6.!(36##8%1*'5",$+$,%7*&$%/(%/%("7$9%
?/2$% /% 1/+$#$554% 5!*+(@5".!($,4% "##@1*'1$"&$,% 7*&$% /',%
5633$+%(!$%=$+"#*65%1*'5$A6$'1$59
Even when faced with the most daunting of deals,
+$./+,"'.% (!$% /1(% *3% '$.*("/("*'% /5% /% -./7$0% 7/8%
/##$&"/($%(!$%/==+$!$'5"*'%/',%."&$%8*6%(!$%1*'B,$'1$%
to make power plays that will ultimately facilitate your
,$5"+$,%+$56#(9%C'#"2$%5(+/($.8%./7$5%#"2$%1!$554%!*)$&$+4%
the most effective deals are a win-win proposition for
/##%=/+("$5%+/(!$+%(!/'%/%)"''$+@#*5$+%+$56#(9
D*% !$#=% "',"&",6/#5% 7/E"7"F$% (!$"+% G/+./"'"'.% =+*)$55%
in business and in life, below are the seven keys to
becoming a master negotiator:

!"""#$%&'()"(%*+,'*('")-$%./-"0$'01$',*'22!
?/'8%=$*=#$%(!"'2%(!$8%'$$,%(*%5!*)%/%1$+(/"'%2"',%
*3% 1*'B,$'1$4% #"2$% G$"'.% #*6,4% G*#,% *+% G+/F$'4% (*%
5611$5536##8%'$.*("/($%/%,$/#9%H(!$+5%(!"'2%(!/(%/%#*(%
*3% $E=$+"$'1$% "5% +$A6"+$,% (*% G$% /% .**,% '$.*("/(*+9%
?*5(% *3% (!$% ("7$% "(% 7$+$#8% (/2$5% ($'/1"(8% /',% .**,%
old preparation to ensure you are aptly equipped to
/55$+(%76(6/##8%,$5"+/G#$%($+754%/'("1"=/($%*G;$1("*'54%
/',%,"51$+'%)!/(%/+$%7*("&/(*+5%*+%-!*(%G6((*'50%)"##%
+$5*'/($%)"(!%8*6+%*==*'$'(9%I+*;$1("'.%1*'B,$'1$%
also means having heart, which is endearing to
others whether or not you have years of negotiation
$E=$+"$'1$9% D!"5% 1/'% /#5*% +$56#(% "'% (!$% *==*5"("*'%
having a less defensive stance, making them more
/7$'/G#$% (*% 8*6+% 5("=6#/("*'59% I+*;$1("'.% /% '*(/G#$%
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When you think like a negotiator, everything is
'$.*("/G#$J% K(:5% /% 7"',5$(% 8*6% !/&$% (*% *=$+/($%
3+*7%"'%*+,$+%(*%G$1*7$%'*(%;65(%/%.**,%'$.*("/(*+4%
G6(% /% .+$/(% *'$9% !$'% 8*6% ,$1",$% (!/(% (!$% ($+75%
for anything can be changed in your favor, a world
*3% *==*+(6'"(8% =+$5$'(59% H3% 1*6+5$4% /5% )"(!% 7*5(%
things in life, there will be rules to adhere to with each
deal on the table, which are needed to evade chaos
/',% 2$$=% ,"51655"*'5% *'% (+/129% L*)$&$+4% $&$'% +6#$5%
/+$% '$.*("/G#$J% D!$8% 1/'% G$% 7*,"B$,% "3% 8*6% 5"7=#8%
=+*=*5$% /'% $(!"1/#4% &"/G#$% /',% 76(6/##8% G$'$B1"/#%
/#($+'/("&$% 5*#6("*'9% I*)$+36#% '$.*("/(*+5% /+$%
rule breakers!

Even when faced with the most
daunting of deals, regarding the act
of negotiation as a “game” may
alleviate the apprehension and give
3%.")-'"(%*+,'*('")%"415'"0%6'$"
plays that will ultimately facilitate
your desired result.
3. Create a strong foundation by building relationships
+$2)9
This is probably one of the most important things
an individual can do in regards to negotiation and in
G65"'$55%"'%.$'$+/#9%I$+!/=5%8*6%!/&$%/(($',$,%(!$%
5(/',/+,%-'$()*+2"'.0%$&$'(%)!$+$%8*6%."&$%,*F$'5%
of cards out without having a real conversation with
/'8*'$9%K(:5%("7$%(*%5#*)%,*)'%/',%5(/+(%7/2"'.%+$/#%
connections with people—particularly those you
7".!(% G$% "'&*#&$,% "'% /% ,$/#% )"(!% #/($+% *'9% M"',% *6(%
5*7$(!"'.%/G*6(%(!$7%/',%(!$"+%#"&$59%N$(%=$+5*'/#9%
?61!%65$36#%"'3*+7/("*'%1/'%G$%.#$/'$,%,6+"'.%1/56/#%
conversation, including what they value in life, what
www.NaSPA.com

7*("&/($5%(!$74%)!/(%/''*85%(!$74%(!$"+%$(!"154%$(19%
Find out something about them, personally, and not
;65(%(!$"+%G65"'$559%O*6%7".!(%G$%56+=+"5$,%!*)%)$##%
you can leverage what you learn through a genuine
1*'&$+5/("*'%)"(!%5*7$*'$9%

4. Ask for what you want.
There is one key truth in negotiations: you must ask
!"#$%&'#(!)#$&*'+#,!)*-.#./0123#3*!)4%5#6)'#/*#
1"&7'/73#/'#7&*#! '3*#63#-&)*'/*4+#83!123#*&')"&22(#
3&"# "3937'/!*# !"# $3"3# '&)4%'# *!'# '!# 63# :4"33-(;#
as children, so we instinctively refrain from asking
!"#'%/*4#/*#2/ 3+#<!$3=3"5#/*#6)./*3..5#"3937'/!*#/.#
*3=3"# 13".!*&2>/'?.# 03"32(# &# "3@37'/!*# '%&'# (!)#
did not present a viable argument substantiating
$%(# (!)# .%!)2-# 43'# $%&'# (!)# $&*'+# A # (!)# %3&"#
:*!5;#/'?.#'%3#! 3"#'%&'#/.#63/*4#"3937'3-5#*!'#(!)5#
so keep emotions in check and re-calibrate your
&11"!&7%+#:B!;#! '3*#9).'#"3@37'.#&#*33-# !"#0!"3#
information, and take heart in knowing that people
.&(#*!#&*#&=3"&43#! #C#'/03.#63 !"3#'%3(#.&(#:(3.+;#
A'#/.#/01!"'&*'#'!#)*-3".'&*-#'%&'#/ #(!)#-!*?'#&.D#
(!)#-!*?'#43'#&*-#'%3#!*2(#$&(#'!#0&.'3"#'%3#&"'#! #
"3937'/!*#/.#'!#43'#"3937'3-#&*-#D331#&.D/*4+##E%3*#
negotiating, make it a priority to ask for exactly
$%&'# (!)# $&*'+# F!.'# ! # '%3# '/03# (!)# $/22# 3/'%3"#
"373/=3#$%&'#(!)#$&*'#!"#&*#&7731'&623#&2'3"*&'/=3+##

5. Use the power of silence.
#####G&2D/*4#'!!#0)7%#/.#&#.)"3HI"3#$&(#'!#D/22#&#-3&2+#<&=3#
you ever been offered a product or service, and the
salesperson kept talking until he or she talked you
"/4%'#!)'#! #'%3#1)"7%&.3J#A #'%3(#$!)2-#%&=3#./012(#
asked for the sale and stopped talking, their chance
!"# .)773..# $!)2-# %&=3# /*7"3&.3-# ./4*/I7&*'2(+#
B3=3"#)*-3"3.'/0&'3#'%3#1!$3"#! #./23*73+##G%3"3?.#
an old adage that says “he or she who speaks next
2!.3.+;#E%3*#-/.7)../*4#&#-3&25#/ #(!)#./012(#.'!1#
talking and get comfortable with the awkwardness
of silence, your ability to win your argument, sell
the product, or a get concession in the negotiation
/*7"3&.3.#./4*/I7&*'2(+

7. Understand exactly what you are signing.
Before you sign on the dotted line, it is imperative
you read what you are signing—no matter how
2&"43# ! # &# 1&7D3'# /'# 3*'&/2.+# F!-3"*# 2/ 3# /.# &.'H
paced and people are usually engaged in multiple
'%/*4.# &'# !*735# 0&D/*4# /'# -/ I7)2'# '!# !7).# &*-#
causing some to sign legal documents without
"3&-/*4#'%30#I".'+#G%3#"3.)2'#7&*#63#*!'%/*4#.%!"'#
! #-/.&.'"!).+#F&D3#.)"3#(!)#"3&-#&*(#&4"3303*'#
!"#7!*'"&7'#/*# )225#'!#3*.)"3#(!)#&"3#*!'#7!*I"0/*4#
terms you will regret and cannot undo, which can
7&).3#7!1/!).#1"!6230.# !"#(!)"# )')"3+
Whether you are a seasoned negotiator or avoid
wheeling and dealing with people altogether, you
will vastly improve your results and be motivated to
:43'# /*# '%3# 4&03;# 6(# )./*4# '%3.3# *34!'/&'/*4# D3(.+#
Whether seeking to gain advantages in your business
!"#13".!*&2#2/ 35#'%3#&"'#! #:'%/*D/*4#2/D3#&#*34!'/&'!";#
$/22# 1"! !)*-2(# /01&7'# (!)"# &6/2/'(# '!# &7')&2/N3# (!)"#
-3./"3-#!)'7!03+

6. Document Everything.
#######G%3# /01!"'&*73# ! # 43''/*4# '%3# I*&2# &4"3303*'#
/*# $"/'/*4# 7&**!'# 63# .'"3..3-# 3*!)4%+# # K=3*#
better, consult with a contracts attorney to review
contractual documents or any that require a
./4*&')"3+# G%3# 1)"1!.3# ! # &# $"/''3*# &4"3303*'#
or contract is to provide protection for both sides
&*-#&223=/&'3#&*(#&06/4)/'(#! #'3"0.+#L#0("/&-#! #
problems can occur when the terms of a deal are
*!'# 1)'# /*# $"/'/*4# 637&).3# $%&'# (!)# :'%/*D;# '%3#
!'%3"# 1&"'(# .&/-# &*-# $%&'# '%3(# :'%/*D;# (!)# .&/-#
7&*# 63# '$!# -/ 3"3*'# '%/*4.+# M!7)03*'/*4# '%3#
&4"3303*'#32/0/*&'3.#.)7%#:13"731'/!*;#1"!6230.#
&*-#1"!'37'.#'%3#/*'3"3.'.#! #&22#1&"'/3.#/*=!2=3-+
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Veteran negotiation and contracts expert
Eldonna Lewis-Fernandez, author of
“Think Like a Negotiator,” has over 30
years of experience crafting killer deals
both stateside and internationally, many in
excess of $100 million. She’s currently the
CEO of Dynamic Vision International—a
!"#$%&$'"()#*+ ,&-$+.)%+()-/%$+$+.)0/1)-2%-)
helps individuals hone negotiation skills—
as well as a nationally regarded keynote
speaker, session leader and panelist on the
Art of Negotiation. Eldonna may be reached
online at www.ThinkLikeANegotiator.com.
www.NaSPA.com

